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Supplement. Subsurface behaviors identified during the social interaction of a group of three 

(triad) of humpback whales off the coast of Esmeraldas, Ecuador. 

 

1. Dive 

Two whales (A and B) submerged for a minimum time of 6 seconds and at least 3 meters deep with same 

direction . 
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Supplement

Subsurface behaviors identified during the social interaction of a group of three (triad)  
of humpback whales off the coast of Esmeraldas, Ecuador.

1. Dive

Two whales (A and B) submerged for a minimum time of 6 seconds  
and at least 3 meters deep with same direction.



2. Simultaneous subsurface swim of pair with back-to-back position      

Position of whale (A) with its body pointing to the surface (showing the ventral side) in back to back position to individual 

(B) swimming in the same direction at the same pace. 
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Position of whale (A) with its body pointing to the surface (showing the ventral side) in 
back to back position to individual (B) swimming in the same direction at the same pace.

2. Simultaneous subsurface swim of pair with back-to-back position



3.  Simultaneous and synchronous subsurface swim in a back-to-back with pectoral fins extended 

     

Position of the whale (A) with its body pointing to the surface (showing the ventral side) in back to back position to an individual (B) 

swimming in the same direction at the same pace but pectoral fins outstreched and more synchronized swimming. 
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3. Simultaneous and synchronous subsurface swim in a back-to-back with pectoral fins extended

Position of the whale (A) with its body pointing to the surface (showing the ventral side) in back  
to back position to an individual (B) swimming in the same direction at the same pace but  

pectoral fins outstreched and more synchronized swimming.



4. Third whale (C) swims below main pair    

A whale escort (C) swimming below the focal pair (A and B), with similar movement direction. 
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4. Third whale (C) swims below main pair

A whale escort (C) swimming below the focal pair (A and B), with similar movement direction.



5. Simultaneous subsurface swim with likely dorsal fin contact during swimming      

Subsurface swimming with likely tactile contact between dorsal fins, while whales (A and B) maintained the 

same  vertical  position in the water column. 
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5. Simultaneous subsurface swim with likely dorsal fin contact during swimming

Subsurface swimming with likely tactile contact between dorsal fins, while whales (A and B)  
maintained the same vertical position in the water column.



6. Subsurface swim of whales and return to sea surface

Focal whales (A and B) returned simultaneously to the surface, keeping the same parallel position, and moved gradually forward, with

whale A’s body still in a vertical position
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Focal whales (A and B) returned simultaneously to the surface, keeping the same parallel position,  
and moved gradually forward, with whale A's body still in a vertical position

6. Subsurface swim of whales and return to sea surface



7. Pair whale to the surface

Whales (A & B) returned to the surface. Whale (A) still with its body upwards position (showing the ventral side) in reference to another

individual.
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7. Whale pair to the surface

Whales (A and B) returned to the surface. Whale (A) still with its body upwards position 
(showing the ventral side) in reference to another individual.




